The rate of thrombolysis in Chinese acute ischemic stroke (AIS) was low and little was known about the long-term outcome. We aimed to compare the prognosis between thrombolysis and ordinary anti-platelet strategies in AIS. Methods: Patients, who were consecutively registered in our hospital from January 2005 to June 2012, were retrospectively studied. Inclusion criteria:
INTRODUCTION
Thrombolysis with alteplase had been proven to be most effective in acute ischemic stroke (AIS) and its long-term good effects were verified by the Third International Stroke Trial 3.
[1] In China the rate of thrombolysis of AIS was low, perhaps due to the fear of bleeding or conceptions of no need to treat mild stroke. [2] There is still no controlled study concerning the long-term outcome in Chinese AIS. Even in patients with lacunar infarction, which account for nearly 37% of total AIS and supposed to be "mild", did not reach a favorable end. [3] We aimed to compare the prognosis between thrombolysis and ordinary anti-platelet strategies in Chinese AIS.
METHODS
Our hospital is one of the tertiary teaching institute attached to the Guangzhou Medical University, which is financed by government and located in the central downtown of Guangzhou city, having a total of 1,200 beds and supplies emergency medical services covering 1.5 million residents and admits more than 500 documented stroke patients each year. The number of inhabitants in the city has exceeded 12 million. One of the authors (LN) was ever a collaborator of the imaging-based thrombolysis trial in acute ischemic stroke-II. [4] We searched the patients who had been consecutively registered in our database from January 2005 to June 2012. and NIHSS, international normalized ratio, high sensitivity C reactive protein, heart failure, diabetes and interaction of NIHSS and thrombolysis in Cox regression, thrombolysis in AIS showed an independent protective effect for longer period of favorable outcome [202 vs. 151 weeks, P = 0.026, heart rate (HR) 1.96, 95% CI 1.958-3.540]. While adjusted for factors of white blood cell count, onset to treatment time and serum bicarbonate level, serum creatinine level and interaction of NIHSS and white blood cell count additionally, thrombolysis itself might be an independent predictor for longer survival instead (333 vs. 170 weeks, P = 0.000, HR 4.322, 95% CI 1.942-9.618) [ Figures 1 and 2] . The estimated proportion of favorable outcome was about 91% for 1 year and 50% for about 3.4 years (4.2 vs. 3.1), while the estimated proportion of survival was about 98.5% for 1 year and 50% for about 5.3 years (6.9 vs. 3.5).
DISCUSSION
In this hospital-based retrospective cohort study, we found thrombolysis with alteplase might have a protective effect for longer period of time of favorable outcome and survival in Chinese AIS patients. To our knowledge, this is the first observational survey that compared the long-term prognoses of thrombolysis and anti-platelet therapy in mainland China. The overall estimated five-year survival rate was 50%, comparable to published data. [5] Wang et al. [6] found one-year survival rate of hospitalized AIS patients was about 89.2% in west China, much lower than that one in our cohort (98.5%). This may due to the fact that they enrolled patients with symptoms onset within 14 days. Much of them might not have received timely thrombolytic or anti-platelet therapies. With time elapsed, stroke might progress and leading to a worse end. Notably, much of patients in their data set were mild stroke (median NIHSS score 5) with high proportion of small artery occlusion (42.9%), while we enrolled more severe patients (median NIHSS score 9) with 70.8% large artery occlusion sub-type. These results might remind the importance of timely and fully managements of mild stroke, which is more common in Chinese population with unfavorable outcome, [3, 7] to reach a longer survival.
Compared to that of Gensicke et al. [8] in Switzerland, Chinese AIS patients received thrombolytic therapy seemed to have longer 50% survival time (6.9 vs. 4.0 years) and good outcome (4.2 vs. 3.0 years). We cannot make a conclusion due to the disparities of pre-defined endpoint (mRs 0-1 in Swiss vs. 0-2 in CHN) but the stroke severity was comparable (NIHSS 13 vs.14), which had been proven to be the most important determinant of stroke mortality. [9] Although Asian ethnic patients in US had higher mortality rate in hospital stay after thrombolysis, [10] and we too previously reported a higher 3-month mortality rate of 18% [11] than that in western countries, [12] further study should be performed to clarity the potential benefits of thrombolysis for long-term survival in Chinese patients, with prospective design and less bias.
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